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What is Livestreaming?
As a category,“livestreaming” is separate from just streaming content live.
The hallmarks that distinguish livestreaming include:
 Hosted by a broadcaster talking directly to the viewers
The broadcaster “goes live” using a livestream service on the desktop or mobile app, which transmits
video of the broadcaster to the viewers.
 Interactivity between host and viewers
A chat window sits alongside the video so viewers can post comments and questions to the
broadcaster, which the broadcaster responds to via video. Sometimes the broadcaster can split their
screen with one viewer and have a direct conversation.
 Livestreams are not scripted
It’s done totally live, off the cuff, with no editing. It feels like hanging out with the broadcaster.

 Enabled by a mobile app or website
Often with one-click to broadcast and using the camera that’s already on the phone/laptop.

Types of Livestream Services
B2B Services
The first services to simplify livestreaming so that the
technology requirements were minimal were made for
business-to-business use.
Broadcasters still have to provide their own cameras,
microphones, and mixers. They have to pay to use the service,
but can charge the viewers. There is no built-in audience on
the service; the broadcaster has to promote their online event
and draw their own crowd.
For these reasons, B2B livestream services were and still are
used by promoters of large events or by artists with a
monetisable audience.

Types of Livestream Services
B2C Services
More recently, livestream services were simplified further so that
they could be used from a mobile app. These services are meant
for use by everyone.
Meerkat was the first app to breakthrough and was very popular
at SXSW 2015. Periscope quickly followed and surged in
popularity after being bought by and integrated with Twitter.

B2C services are fun for the average person to use because they
are free to broadcast from and free to watch, you use the camera
and microphone on the device to broadcast, and they have a
community of people who could discover you. It lowered the bar
dramatically for non-tech savvy broadcasters.

Types of Livestream Services
For the purposes of this discussion, we are talking about these B2C services.

Why are We Talking About This?
Livestreaming is fascinating because it’s a totally new social content platform that defies everything
we know about what works on social content platforms (like Twitter, Vine, Pinterest, Facebook,
etc)…and it is wildly successful.
How the normal social content rules are broken with livestreaming:
Rule: Keep content to a quick 3-5 minutes
Livestream sessions are about hanging out,
so sessions are often 1-3 HOURS

Rule: Be entertaining every moment
Just like hanging out with friends, you can just be
yourself and not have to put on a show

Rule: Use quick MTV-style editing to hold
interest and keep energy up
There’s nothing to edit since everything is in
real time. Bonus: no editing skills needed, so
anyone can do a broadcast.

Rule: Build audience, then attract brand
marketing dollars
Some livestream services have monetisation
options on the platform, so you can make money
directly from your viewers.

Making Money with Livestreaming
Wait, did you just say that viewers pay for this?
YES. In lots of ways, and it adds up quickly.
Ways users optionally pay for livestreams, with revenue shared back to the broadcaster:

Subscriptions

Tip Jar

Premium Chat Emoji

Chat Privileges

Making Money with Livestreaming

Subscriptions

Tip Jar

Viewers can pay a
subscription fee,
usually $5/month,
to remove ads,
access subscriberonly chats, get
exclusive emoji,
etc.

Viewers can
directly pay, or tip,
a broadcaster as
much as they want.
Nothing is
expected in return.
It’s a way to show
appreciation for the
broadcaster.

Premium Chat Emoji
Viewers can use
the basic, free
emoji in their chats
or pay for premium
emoji. It’s more
expressive and
shows appreciation
to the broadcaster.

Chat Privileges
Viewers can
sometimes pay for
privileges in a chat,
like having their
comment pinned to
the top for a
moment. It’s helpful
when the chat room
is full and busy.

The viewer pays for points to spend on the options above (exception: subscriptions are directly billed). The revenue is
shared back with the broadcaster the points were spent on. In some cases, the user can redeem experience points for
certain soft items, like emoji.

Making Money with Livestreaming
Do the services make money on top of user payments?
YES.
They mostly get revenue from advertising and brand sponsorships. In some cases,
broadcasters themselves pay for premium services.

Video and display ad units on Twitch

Coca-Cola sponsored a game competition on Twitch

Livestream Platforms Close Up
Can I see those services again?
Yes, let’s look at them one at a time.

Livestream Platforms Close Up – YouNow, website version
Broadcaster info,
top fans

Top broadcasters
live right now &
viewer count

Active chat from
viewers reacting
to the broadcast

Broadcasters live
now that I follow

Tip, buy emoji, get
chat privileges here

Broadcasts
organised by
topic hashtag

Other live broadcasters also using the same topic hashtag

Livestream Platforms Close Up – Twitch.tv website version
Find broadcasts
by game or
channel or
watch a video

Top channels

Active chat from
viewers reacting
to the broadcast

Game being
played

Broadcaster
playing game
Broadcast stats
Links to subscribe or watch the broadcaster’s YouTube channel

Buy emoji, chat
here

Livestream Platforms Close Up – Facebook Live
Facebook
account hosting
the broadcast

Broadcast

Live chat

Broadcasts
on
Facebook happen on
the host’s Facebook
page. You can opt to
be notified when the
host goes live again.
Videos are typically
stored on the host’s
page.
You start a broadcast
when you post by
selecting
the
broadcast icon (next
to tag, location, etc).
Your followers are
notified you went
live.

Livestream Platforms Close Up – Periscope, mobile version

Live broadcast
Main screen for
finding broadcasts
to watch
Let’s watch this
one

Chat feature. Click
the lower right
above the viewer
count to release
hearts.

Broadcaster’s profile page + follower stats

Is This a Fad?
Don’t think so. Check it out (stats as of June 2016):

Sold to Amazon for $970M
100M monthly viewers
1M+ broadcasters
106 minutes avg per session
~50% spend 20+ hrs/week
73% male

$30M in funding
100M user sessions/mo
150k broadcasts/day
70% under age 24
55% female
Music is the top category
In DVD launch, Caspar
Lee and Joe Sugg sold
8000 units in 40 minutes

Sold to Twitter for $86M
10M user accounts
1.9M daily active users
1M users in first 10 days
15% of top brands on Twitter
use Periscope regularly

Is This a Fad?
Some companies livestreaming now…
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